A Sendwithus Case Study

Executive Summary
Couchsurfing, a global service to connect travellers, uses Sendwithus A/B
testing to hone product messaging strategy. Learnings from email are then
applied to other mediums and future product innovations.

Key Takeaway
23% improvement in click-to-convert rate achieved through
copy A/B testing

About Couchsurfing
Couchsurfing is a free service connecting travellers across the globe who share
experiences ranging from hosting one another in their homes, to having a beer
and becoming close friends and travel companions.

Couchsurfing is now a global community of 12 million people in more than
200,000 cities who share their life, their world and their journey. Couchsurfing
connects travellers with a global network of people, making travel a truly social
experience.

Founded: 2004
Offices: San Francisco
Customers: 12M+

The Challenge
Couchsurfing connects people all over the world to share accommodations in
their homes. Verification, Couchsurfing's paid membership, allows the site to
confirm your phone number and address. As a result, verified members have an
easier time finding hosts. Alli Shea, head of growth marketing, is always looking
for ways to make sure Couchsurfing members have the best experience, and
increasing verification is one way to positively impact surfer success.

The Solution
Conveying value of product features (especially paid/upgrade features) can be a
challenge, so when testing the messaging around new verification features, Alli
opted to begin by A/B testing copy within an email.

A Version

B Version

WINNER! - 23% Improvement!

Choosing which messaging to highlight can be a challenge and in this case, it
was a choice between “Everyone else is doing it” or “What’s in it for me”. In both
versions, there's an awesome featured quote - reiterating that serious users
should get verified and how verification can be a deal breaker when interacting
with new users.

The Results
There was a 23% improvement for send-to-convert rates between these two
emails. The copy from the winning version (Version B: “Verification makes it 2x
easier to find a host”) was then passed onto the landing page for the verification
feature.

Email is a primary driver for engagement for most brands, including
Couchsurfing. Not only can A/B testing be used to determine the best
messaging strategy for a product, those learnings can also be carried on to
other marketing and product assets including landing pages, one pagers, in-app
messaging and more. According to Alli, “before we make product decisions, if
we can test in it email, we will. It’s low-friction and dependencies are minimal.
It’s infinitely easier to make recommendations to product teams when you
already have data in hand!” Sendwithus allows marketers like Alli from
Couchsurfing to A/B test email elements to make data driven business decisions
that make an impact.

Have any questions or would you like a product demo?
Drop us a note: sales@sendwithus.com

from Couchsurfing
“Sendwithus’ team is incredibly responsive, and simply know their stuff. Their
sales team, their support team, their CEO -- all of them not only know their
product, but they know email, they know marketing, and they know growth.“
-Alli Shea, Head of Growth Markerting

“Different than most SaaS companies, they also made a real effort to
understand our business. A support call is infinitely most efficient when you don’t
have to take 10 minutes explain the context of your business each time! ”
-Alli Shea, Head of Growth Markerting

www.sendwithus.com

